
Quick T 131 

Chapter 131: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 6) 

According to the mechanics of the game, if no one applied to become the ‘battlefield commander’, the 

system would roll (assign) a person as captain. 

The captain randomly assigned this time was Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud. 

He quickly assigned the teams, switching third team’s Nurse, Sweet Smile onto his team. There were 

only a few Nurses on this battlefield, only having three of them. That meant that Luo Qing Chen on the 

same team three couldn’t deal any damage, rather she needed to focus on healing the remaining DPS. 

It really was a waste of her top grade equipment and her extreme skills! 

“Ze, ze.” Luo Qing Chen in front of the computer unknowingly gave a faint laugh before saying, “So it’s a 

two sided battlefield!” 

As the name suggests, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud and Sweet Smile entered the battlefield in the 

same team! 

They were from the same guild, which was the only guild that resisted the rulers of the «Like Summer 

Flowers» server’s ruler, the «Drunken Dream Land». 

The current guild Luo Qing Chen was in was a leisure guide, which confirmed why the previous host was 

all along after everything happened. 

After all, the supporting male lead Demonic Year Young Master and the supporting female lead Western 

Reed Song were both in the ruling guild of the «Like Summer Flowers» server, «Sword World». 

The main purpose for the existence of the resistance guild was to fight the ruling guild, mainly it was to 

stop the game from being boring. 

After all, if a single guild ruled a server for too long, there was no passion for battling anymore! 

The Rock Hammer battlefield continued. What Luo Qing Chen never expected was that right before the 

battle began, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud switched her who was on the third team and Sweet Smile. 

Luo Qing Chenw as stunned. This great god wanted to take revenge on her for taking his most kills? 

He wanted her to stay in light form and heal him? 

In the large twenty people battlefield, experts (players with high battle strength) did not have that much 

use. 

But having two experts was different…… 

Luo Qing Chen was on the red side and Demonic Year Young Master and the others were the blue side. 

Properly speaking, although Demonic Year Young Master had a lower battle strength than Thousand 

Snow Flowing Cloud, he was still higher than her. But even like this, when it came to single player arena 

contest, she successfully defeated Demonic Year Young Master and took second place. 



As for the finals, it seemed like the previous host couldn’t attend because of overtime and had to give 

up in the end! 

In other words, if she ate all her buff potions and really dueled Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud, she 

wouldn’t necessarily lose. 

[Then why did the host almost die in the last match!?] The system’s mechanical voice suddenly sounded. 

It was like splashing a bucket of cold water over Luo Qing Chen. 

Damn! It’s fine if you spy on me! But if you also make comments, you’re really looking to be beaten! 

If the system was a person, she might have really charged at it and slammed her little fists on it! 

But, she didn’t have time to play with the system right now. After all, the battlefield was already covered 

in smoke. Although she and Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud were both on the red side, because their 

battle strength was too high, the remaining players had very low battle strength. 

After all, the game’s battlefield would automatically balance it. The battle strength of the players on the 

blue and red side had to be around the same before the battle began. 

Luo Qing Chen’s red side quickly captured two lighthouses and Demonic Year Young Master’s blue side 

also captured two lighthouses. Each lighthouse had a player guarding it to stop the other side from 

taking them. 

The remaining players charged into the center and began to chaotic fight! As the only healing job in their 

team, Luo Qing Chen never changed from her light form! 

Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud and her HP bars were suddenly healed up with a single nod from Sweet 

Smile on team three! 

A Great Nurse really is a Great Nurse, they really aren’t normal! 

But they never thought that there would be a gap in battle strength between the people guarding their 

lighthouse and the people guarding their lighthouses. The two lighthouses that belonged to the red 

team had already turned blue. 

This also meant that all the lighthouses on the map were blue! The current score was 20 red to 45 blue. 

  

Chapter 132: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 7) 

[Battlefield] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: You all take the points, I’ll hold back their teams. 

It had to be said, the moment Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud spoke, the battlefield instantly ignited! 

[Battlefield] Passage of Time: The great god actually spoke.  I’ve met the great god this many times on 

the battlefield and no matter if we’re winning or losing, the great god had never spoken before. 

Mu Qian Liu on the other side of the computer had serious eyes that had a glow pass through 

them.  Without knowing why, there was an anxious thought in his heart that he definitely didn’t want to 

lose this match! 



[Battlefield] Killing Intent in Little Pants: Front line form up! 

[Battlefield] Sweet Candy Heart Sauce: Great God Thousand Snow!  I’ll go guard the lighthouse to the 

right, who will come with me!? 

[Battlefield] Listen to the Wind Blowing: I’ll go with you! 

[Battlefield] Peerless Cherry: I’ll guard the southern lighthouse!  Great god, be assured! I will die to 

protect it, I’ll even rush back from the other side after I die! 

Luo Qing Chen on the other side of the computer was stunned.  What was going on with these weak 

little players with low battle strength shouting about sacrificing themselves? 

Currently at the center of the battlefield, there were around two teams from the blue side and for the 

red side…… 

1……Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud. 

2……Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust 

3……Sweet Smile 

4……?  There wasn’t a fourth!  There were over ten people from the blue side in this large area and the 

red side only had the three of them! 

Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud charged into the crowd to stun the other side’s Nurse and Luo Qing Chen 

quickly used her [Soul Ban] to trap Western Reed Song in place.  Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud used his 

[Light Hunting Kill] skill to deal critical damage, emptying Western Reed Song’s HP bar. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help calling out in surprise in her heart!  Just how bad was the supporting female 

lead at playing this Nurse character! 

The enemies naturally knew that if they wanted to kill the three of them, they had to kill their Nurse 

first, therefore a few jobs that were good at dealing with Nurses charged at Sweet Smile and wildly 

attacked her! 

All these people were attacking a single Nurse, no matter how good her skills were, she would still die! 

They saw the points screen in the upper right become closer, as all the points on the map turned red! 

Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud had filled up his rage bar.  Seeing a group of people charging at him, he 

opened his rage state (Increases damage when one is low on HP) and used his Three Star Unparalleled 

[Thousand Flashy Scattered Blades] skill.  He sucked back half his HP and all the surrounding people fell 

to the ground. 

But right after that, Demonic Year Young Master who was rather far in the back released the big move of 

the Void Jade job, [Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall].  As an expert Void Jade, this skill could instantly 

kill a full health Nurse, not to mention a half health DPS. 

Even if Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud’s equipment was good, he couldn’t block the damage from this 

skill!  After all, a DPS was even more fragile than a Nurse! 



Luo Qing Chen in her snow white clothes not far away instantly pressed on [Void Flow].  In that instant, 

swapping places with Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud in the range of the [Heavenly Flame Profound Ice 

Fall]. 

The moment the [Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall] fell down, Luo Qing Chen quickly pressed down on 

[Invincible Nirvana].  This was a divine technique of the Flowing Light job. Not only did it not decrease 

her HP, it instantly filled her HP to max. 

Mu Qian Liu in front of the computer was clearly stunned.  The use of these skills took less than three 

seconds. He never had such a tacit understanding with a person he had never talked to or fought with 

before…… 

It was simply heaven defying! 

After that, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud didn’t even think as he used a [Charge] at Demonic Year Young 

Master.  Demonic Year Young Master immediately used [Flash] to dodge this, flying towards his home 

base. Luo Qing Chen switched back to her dark form to chase after him. 

For the rest of the time, the two of them guarded the gates of the enemy’s base.  They killed whoever 

came out, not giving them a chance to resist at all. 

When the contest ended, the red side had won with a score of 100:60. 

After that, the world exploded again! 

  

Chapter 133: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 8) 

“Hu——”  After Luo Qing Chen saw the battle report after they had won, she let out a long sigh of relief! 

MVP: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust 

Highest damage: Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud 

Most people killed: Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud 

Most healing: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust 

The entire battle report was filled with the two of them!  Her healing had even suppressed Sweet Smile, 

it had to be said that her equipment was truly luxurious! 

[World] Young Girl Treasure: Great God Thousand Snow is too handsome!  He rushed over to save me 

when he saw I was being attacked! 

[World] Star in the Night: The great god just wanted to win, you’re thinking too much! 

[World] Little Bunny in the Zoo: Ah, ah, ah, you are all worshipping Great God Thousand Snow!  But I 

only worship Great God Eastern Painted! 

[World] Passage of Time: Great God Eastern Painted is so strong!  When I had just revived and charged 

onto the battlefield, I saw him release [Void Flow] to switch places with Great God Thousand Snow and 



instantly used Nirvana!  I was even screaming on this side of the computer, this kind of cooperation, this 

kind of tacit understanding really is too god damn…… 

[System notification] Player Passage of Time has used inappropriate language, they have been banned 

for ten minutes! 

“Ha, ha!”  Luo Qing Chen on the other side of the computer couldn’t help talking to herself as her lips 

curled, “This game, it really is a bit interesting.” 

“Ding, dong——”  A friend’s message sound rang out. 

[PM] Life Written in Water: Qing Qing, you really are famous! 

Luo Qing Chen saw her name and her heart couldn’t help skip a beat. 

Her mind couldn’t think of who this Life Written in Water was, but after a second, she finally found it in 

the memory of the previous host. 

She was a roommate of the original host from university called Ye Qing Mo and was the only person 

who knew she was the school flower!  She was married to Demonic Year Young Master in the game, but 

she had long deleted the words Life Written in Water when Western Reed Song managed to hook 

Demonic Year Young Master. 

It was heard that she went out of the country because she was depressed, therefore when the previous 

host was accused as a forty year old man, she was not there and she couldn’t prove anything for the 

previous host. 

But those days hadn’t come just yet…… 

No, it wouldn’t come. 

[System notification: An unknown hidden quest has appeared!] 

Ah? 

[Congratulations to the host for opening the hidden quest: Let Ye Qing Mo (Life Written in Water) find 

true love in a month!] 

Damn!  System, you don’t even ask about secondary quest lines at all?  You directly open them? Why 

didn’t you just add it to the main quest line?! 

Luo Qing Chen was so angry that she could have swallowed the entire system right now! 

She closed her eyes and calmed down!  There wasn’t even a trace of the main quest line being 

completed and the secondary quest line was this difficult? 

Helping Life Written in Water find true love?  Wasn’t this teasing her? How could there be true love with 

Demonic Year Young Master?! 

She was stunned in front of the computer screen for an entire five minutes before deciding to remind Ye 

Qing Mo about something first!  After all, if her identity was exposed, she wouldn’t be able to happily 

embark on the road of revenge! 



[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Un, Qing Mo, you can’t expose my gender, or I’ll kill you! 

Although Luo Qing Chen understood Ye Qing Mo’s personality, who was an absolutely tight lipped 

character, she still had to remind her! 

[PM] Life Written in Water: Relax!  I won’t say anything! After all, my roommate is being regarded by 

everyone as a great god, I am also very happy about this! 

Luo Qing Chen wanted to directly tell her about the matter between Demonic Year Young Master and 

Western Reed Song, but she never thought that Ye Qing Mo would mention this first. 

[PM] Life Written in Water: Qing Qing, I feel like Young Master has been strange lately.  Although 

because of the difference in equipment between us so that he farms high level equipment and I farm 

low level equipment in the 79 Dungeon, we normally do this together.  When I logged on in the past two 

days, he seemed to have done it all by himself…… 

  

Chapter 134: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 9) 

“Ding dong——” There was the sound of a friend’s message again, but the one sending it wasn’t Life 

Written in Water, but rather Western Reed Song. 

[PM] Western Reed Song: Great god, do you want to come clear the [Great Wall Dungeon]? We are 

missing one person! 

Luo Qing Chen slightly narrowed her eyes and opened the world team list to see Western Reed Song’s 

team. 

She was indeed in the same team as Demonic Year Yong Master! 

Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a faint smile as she sent out a meaningful sentence on the keyboard. 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: I want to bring a Nurse, is there still a space? 

The Nurse she was talking about was naturally Ye Qing Mo. After all, to complete this relationship 

dismantling task, she had to let the madame and the mistress meet first! 

Ye Ying Ge in front of the computer hesitated a bit. When did Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust have a set 

Nurse (Someone who plays together regularly), how did she not know about this! 

She wanted to reach the great god of the rankings, but she had gotten off to a bad start. 

The first one she wanted to hook was naturally the number one Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud, but even 

though she was the “number one beauty”, Great God Thousand Snow didn’t even add her as a friend! 

After her countless PMs and friend requests were rejected, she changed her name to Western Reed 

Song. She decided to change her target and aimed for another great god! 

Of course, while preparing to hook Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, she also planned on hooking the 

married Demonic Year Young Master. 



The so called a good plan has no holes that can be dug out. If she failed again on the path of Eastern 

Painted Brocaded Dust, she had another Demonic Year Young Master she could work hard on! 

After all, she heard that Demonic Year Young Master loved beauties and the Life Written in Water 

wasn’t as beautiful as her! 

The title as the “number one beauty” wasn’t just an empty boast! 

[PM] Western Reed Song: Alright! I’ll kick someone! 

Ye Ying Ge hesitated again and in the end, to let her have some more time with Eastern Painted 

Brocaded Dust, she agreed to let her bring a Nurse! 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust has joined the team. 

[Team] Life Written in Water has joined the team. 

In that instant, the atmosphere of the team became awkward! But to this kind of awkwardness, Luo 

Qing Chen was very satisfied! 

This was because she was very satisfied! 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Begin. 

When everyone was strangely silent, Luo Qing Chen spoke in the team channel with an incomparable 

domineering tone. 

To be honest, she even felt she was a bit handsome! No wonder she was the male god of so many little 

girls! 

[System notification] Do you wish to enter the Great Wall High Level Dungeon? Yes/No! 

Luo Qing Chen moved the mouse and clicked yes. 

Even with the team leader balancing the team, the Great Wall High Level Dungeon in «Heavenly Sword» 

was only a level fifty nine dungeon. Luo Qing Chen was currently at the max level of seventy nine, this 

properly speaking was completely crushing the dungeon! 

But this was a high level dungeon. 

The so called high level dungeon was that if the boss of the dungeon didn’t die within fifteen minutes, it 

would go berserk and it could deal thirty thousand damage with each hit. It would normally instant kill 

players and even with Nurses, one could hold at most for two hits! 

Even if it was a level fifty nine high level dungeon, it required top level equipment to finish, as well as 

the team to have a tacit understanding and good cooperation! 

Normally speaking, they would use YY voice chat for this kind of dungeon! 

[TL Note: A reference to QQ voice chat.] 

Therefore, after that. 

[Team] Western Reed Song: Voice channel 19920619, come and listen for orders. 



Luo Qing Chen only gave a cold snort, this kind of dungeon was only a trash dungeon that only needed 

four out of ten competent people in her eyes! As long as there were three strong DPS and a single 

Nurse, they rest could all act dead! 

Of course, if it was someone like Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud, his job could also tank, so they would 

only need three competent people! 

[Team] Life Written in Water: Finish this quickly, there’s still country battles at seven! 

Luo Qing Chen could clearly feel the impatience Ye Qing Mo had against Ye Ying Ge, it seemed like she 

could see the abnormal relationship between Demonic Year Young Master and Western Reed Song…… 

After all, they were the leader and vice leader of the team, even a fool could see through this, alright? 

  

Chapter 135: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 10) 

A ten men dungeon with five people in each small team. 

Demonic Year Young Master was in a small team with Western Reed Song, but once Life Written in 

Water who he was married to came to the team, he put Life Written in Water into his team and gave 

Western Reed Song to Luo Qing Chen! 

Aiya, this kind of team really messed with her mind.  Should she deal damage or should she heal herself? 

The first and second boss were considered quite smooth, after all, she made up for 60% of the damage 

off the second team! 

This meant that other than the two Nurses, the remaining seven people of the ten men group couldn’t 

deal as much damage as her alone! 

This was simply crazy!  There was a problem with Demonic Year Young Master’s real play, he could 

reach the top three with this kind of damage? 

She!  Didn’t!  Believe it! 

[Team] Demonic Year Young Master: The Flowing Light isn’t going on YY? 

Ze, ze, Luo Qing Chen on the other side of the computer couldn’t help raising her brow. 

Demonic Year Young Master directly called out the name of her job and had this kind of tone, this was 

simply trying to start something!? 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Begin. 

This kind of precise and simple word wasn’t giving the other side face at all. 

[Team] Demonic Year Young Master: If it OTs (The boss’ aggro is taken by the highest DPS), what do we 

do? 



Normally speaking, a team had a tank who blocked the boss in front and a Nurse who healed that 

tank.  But if there was a DPS with high damage, there was the chance of taking the boss’ aggro and 

letting the boss target them instead. 

Because Luo Qing Chen’s damage was too high, the last two bosses almost went OT, so Demonic Year 

Young Master asked this question. 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: I’ll heal myself. 

Is there a problem?  Why was he healing himself? 

[Team] Demonic Year Young Master: You’re not dealing damage? 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Can you deal as much as me? 

…… 

This Demonic Year Young Master was treating Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust as a romantic rival, but 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know if it was because of Life Written in Water or if it was because of Western 

Reed Song. 

[Team] Western Reed Song: Then start the boss!  The main tank will do his best to draw aggro and not 

let Eastern Painted OT! 

Seeing the gunpowder in the team become stronger, Western Reed Song quickly spoke up!  She was 

afraid that both these high level tyrants would leave her! 

Actually, properly speaking, the one that made it easiest to pull the boss’ aggro away was Demonic Year 

Young Master’s Void Jade job since his [Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall] dealt instant damage. 

It was a pity that his skills were lacking! 

However, they fought the third boss nine times and they still didn’t pass it! 

The reason was basically the same, it was a problem with the Nurse! 

As the third boss was the final boss of the [Ten Men Great Wall High Level Dungeon], it had relatively 

special skills! 

This boss would gain another level of its buff every time a person died and if you used the [Soul Stone] 

(Resurrection item) and died again, the boss would gain another level of the buff. 

Once the boss’ buff reached level ten, its damage was heaven defying!  Not to mention that every time, 

once it reached level fifteen, the boss’ damage was something even Luo Qing Chen couldn’t resist. 

[Team] Life Written in Water: Second team’s Nurse, can you just lay there (Not resurrecting after dying)? 

Luo Qing Chen knew that they were all in YY, so there was only a single reason why they were typing! 

The YY room must be very awkward, so there was no one speaking! 

[Team] Western Reed Song: Wu, I don’t know much since I haven’t played for a long time, I’ve caused 

trouble for you all! 



Luo Qing Chen trembled on the other side of the computer.  Her stomach would churn if she was facing 

such a direct little white flower, alright? 

[Team] Demonic Year Young Master: It’s fine, Reed Song, you just lay there!  There is a period of time 

where the boss is invincible and it is relatively difficult with the Nurse gaining aggro from healing during 

this time.  You’re new to this, you’re quite good. 

[Team] Life Written in Water: As a Nurse, your healing isn’t even as good as a Flowing Light in light 

form?  I really don’t know what is good about your playing. 

Si——Everyone took a cold breath!  This was directly insulting someone! 

  

Chapter 136: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 11) 

[Team] Demonic Year Young Master: Alright!  What use is there in saying all this, start the boss! 

These words were without a doubt standing up for Western Reed Song.  After all, in front of the person 

he was married to, Demonic Year Young Master was still siding with her. 

As expected, people being beautiful meant they had capital. 

After that, the tanks of the team charged at the boss.  The first skill the boss released was one that 

Western Reed Song couldn’t evade and it directly killed her. 

With Western Reed Song dying, the second team didn’t have a Nurse and the DPS were lacking healing. 

Luo Qing Chen could only switch between forms, healing herself while dealing damage.  She didn’t 

forget to occasionally look at the ‘damage dealt list’ in the top right corner. 

As expected, she still ranked first with 40% of the team’s damage. 

“Roar——”  The boss gave a roar. 

After a damage dealer of the second team fell, the boss’ buff reached level ten and the main tank 

couldn’t hold on any longer! 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows.  After casting her Three Star Unparalleled Move, she attacked several 

times and there was only 1% left of the boss’ HP. 

After that, the boss released an absolute killing skill.  Other than the Nurse Life Written in Water who 

had relatively high HP, the rest all fell to the ground. 

Luo Qing Chen released her [Invincible Nirvana] and her fingers quickly typed a few words on the 

keyboard. 

[Team] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Put Life Written in on the second team. 

She was openly provoking Demonic Year Young Master.  After all, a person who was lying down didn’t 

have any right to go against a person that was still fighting the boss. 



Demonic Year Young Master was very unwilling as he placed Life Written in Water on the second 

team.  He just saw that after Luo Qing Chen used her [Invincible Nirvana], she moved away from the 

boss before hitting the boss with [Soul Beads].  The instant they blew up, she took the set that belonged 

to her. 

After that, before the team captain could say anything, Luo Qing Chen directly left the team. 

A great god’s aloofness was being released in full! 

“Ding dong——” 

[PM] Western Reed Song: We’ve troubled Great God Eastern Painted! 

Luo Qing Chen on the other side of the computer gave a cold snort and directly pressed the delete friend 

button.  She didn’t leave any face for Western Reed Song at all. 

Since she had already thrown away this face, she would directly clash with them! 

But she never would have thought that there would be an announcement in the world channel after a 

while. 

[System announcement] Player Demonic Year Yong Master has forcefully cancelled his marriage.  He 

now vows to never see and never return to player Life Written in Water. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: I really did have blind golden dog eyes! 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes turned cold and she couldn’t help giving a cold snort.  She said to herself, “Ai, this 

preemptive move really isn’t bad!” 

[Horn] Life Written in Water: The heavens can see what a person does. 

[World] Western Reed Song: Stop arguing……It’s my fault.  Big sister Life Written, let me apologize to 

you. Don’t misunderstand, Young Master was only bringing me on a dungeon run. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Is that so!?  You think I can’t see the strange relationship between 

you and Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust? 

Ze, ze, ze, this Demonic Year Young Master had directly called out her name, did he really want to start 

something! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Come and talk on the cross server 

channel. 

This system clearly showed the difference between a tyrant and a poor person!  Demonic Year Young 

Master could still use a horn, but Western Reed Song could only pretend to be a poor girl in the world 

channel. 

And she went directly into the cross server chat. 

A single horn in the market cost ten Heavenly Coins (10 RMB), while a single cross server speaker cost a 

hundred Heavenly Coins (100 RMB) and it couldn’t be interrupted. 



[World] Candy Consort: What is going on?  Young Master’s meaning is that Eastern Painted stole his 

wife? 

[World] Song in the Clouds: It’s very clear!  But Western Reed Song’s words are a bit interesting!  I dare 

say that it was Young Master who hooked the ‘number one beauty’ first? 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: @Song in the Clouds, bastard, none of your damn business! 

  

Chapter 137: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 12) 

[World] Song in the Clouds: Ha, ha, ha, becoming angry in shame!  Looking for high grade Dragon Spring 

Water, PM me if you have it. 

[Horn] Life Written in Water: He, he, you really think I don’t know what you’ve been doing in the past 

few days?  Where were you when I was standing on the streets? Where were you when I was bored? 

Where were you when I was waiting for you to come out of the dungeon or the battlefield?  Weren’t 

you happily playing with the number one beauty? Demonic Year Young Master, how have I done you 

wrong in the past year? As for you, you can be with whoever you want, it is unrelated to me, but don’t 

bring in my friend. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Life Written in Water, what friend?  How come father never knew 

that you were such a loose person? 

[World] Western Reed Song: Big sister Life Written, don’t say stuff like this…… 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Reed Song, you don’t need to apologize to her.  Accept the 

contract. 

After a minute, there were two announcements in the world channel. 

The first—— 

[System announcement] Hong long!  With a giant sound in the sky, Western Reed Song has changed her 

name to Only Love Young Master and will embark on a new journey through the clouds. 

The second—— 

[System announcement] Demonic Year Young Master and Only Love Young Master have formed a 

soulmate contract, staying together for eternity, never leaving each other. 

In that instant, the world exploded. 

[World] Youth is Like a Song: What is this situation?  Demonic Year Young Master and Western Reed 

Song…..Oh, that’s wrong.  Only Love Young Master has gotten married? 

[World] I Am Death God: Ha, ha, this name change, I submit! 

[World] Rain God: I already knew Young Master loved hooking up with girls, but now it seems like it’s 

true. 



[World] Lemon Heart: Is this a joke?  Why aren’t you saying that it was Life Written in Water who 

hooked Eastern Painted first? 

[World] Rain God: @Lemon Heart, do you know? 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, I never thought that you would 

want father’s broken shoes!  This is a joke. 

[Horn] Life Written in Water: He, he!  Only Love Young Master? My teeth have fallen out from 

laughing.  On the Hanging Cloud Continent, I’ll kill you every time I see you. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Life Written in Water, have you even seen your equipment?  Father 

will kill you until you break out in tears, alright? 

[World] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: [Ten Men Great Wall High Level Dungeon Boss Damage Report] 

Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust (Flowing Light): 52.65% 

Nunchucks (Templar): 12.77% 

Demonic Year Young Master (Void Jade): 9.02% 

…… 

[World] Listen to the Wind Blowing: Damn!  Great God Eastern Painted is so fierce, directly taking out 

their dungeon damage report! 

[World] Only Loving Beautiful Legs: Isn’t Demonic Year Young Master second on the battle 

rankings?  Why did he only deal so little damage! 

[World] Star in the Night: He’s trash!  If one doesn’t have good enough equipment or if their skills are 

bad, they are still trash. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, god damn, fuck you! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: King of talking?  Waiting for you to 

go red in the Imperial Capital. 

The so called going red was forced PK.  As long as a person went red, they could forcefully kill people 

who didn’t go red. 

[Cross server/Pastor in the Clouds] Snowy: Only one party in charge?  Where is the other? 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Afraid. 

It was just a single word, the great god’s aura was strong!  Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help wanting to fall in 

love with herself! 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Just wait for father?! 

Although Demonic Year Young Master had trash skills, he still had the ruler guild «Sword World» behind 

him! 



After five minutes, Demonic Year Young Master led his guild’s people, around two whole teams, 

charging into the Imperial Capital with red names!  He was planning to fight to the death with Luo Qing 

Chen! 

At this time, she only had a single Nurse, Ye Qing Mo beside her! 

  

Chapter 138: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 13) 

[Nearby] Demonic Year Young Master: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, don’t say that I was bullying 

you.  How about I send up one team after another? 

[Nearby] Different Firework: Damn!  Demonic Year Young Master, are you shameless?  Using a team to 

fight a single person, how is that not bullying? 

[Nearby] Demonic Year Young Master: You’re looking to be beaten, right! 

[Nearby] Lamb Lamb Lamb: Ai!  Shameless and not letting people speak? 

After that, Lamb Lamb Lamb immediately opened his wings to fly in the sky, not letting Demonic Year 

Young Master hit him. 

…… 

After a while, there were people watching all around the Imperial Capital.  Luo Qing Chen’s fingers 

moved slightly and typed out a line of words on her keyboard. 

[Nearby] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Come together. 

[Nearby] Different Firework: Damn, Great God Eastern Painted is too handsome! 

[World] Prosperous Bet | Banker: Imperial Capital Annual Show: Demonic Year Young Master vs Eastern 

Painted Brocaded Dust, quickly place your bet and leave no regrets! 

[World] Star in the Night: Ha, ha!  If Demonic Year Young Master were to lose, he should change his 

name to Young Master Shameless! 

[World] Candy Consort: I put ten thousand Cloud Coins on Demonic Year Young Master losing!  Cheering 

for Great God Eastern Painted! 

[World] Lemon Heart: @Candy Consort, just wait to lose!  I support Young Master, I put down fifty 

thousand Cloud Coins! 

[World] Normally Love Dreaming: This Lemon Heart should be Young Master’s smurf! 

[World] Candy Consort: Ha, ha, perhaps it’s another one of his sweethearts! 

[World] Lemon Heart: Fuck you! 

[Nearby] Demonic Year Young Master: Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, don’t regret this! 



Once his voice fell, Demonic Year Young Master charged out.  After using some buff consumables, he 

used a Three Star Unparalleled [Thousand Autumn Frost Moon Lock] on Luo Qing Chen to firmly lock her 

in place. 

He just saw that less than half a second later, she used a [Soul Mirror] on their team’s Nurse, who had 

just changed her name to Only Love Young Master. 

With a single [Soul Guidance] and three [Soul Beads] hitting her, she instantly lost all her HP. 

At this time, Ye Qing Mo who had been healing Luo Qing Chen appeared beside Only Love Young 

Master.  She raised her hand to cast a [Spirit Ape Howling Empty Mountain] and sent this skill right at 

Only Love Young Master’s face! 

After that, Luo Qing Chen used a [Soul Ban]  to lock the other Nurse in place. She also took out a Rage 

Pill from her bag, as her Three Star Unparalleled CD came off, so she prepared to cast her big spell. 

But she never thought that the moment she charged forward, Demonic Year Young Master would cast a 

[Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall] right where the Nurse was. 

She bit her lip in front of the computer.  She tapped four skills in a single instant to first kill the nurse 

before casting [Invincible Nirvana]. 

The moment Demonic Year Young Master’s big move, [Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall] fell down, she 

was healed back to full. 

This scene, how familiar it was! 

[Nearby] Normally Love Dreaming: Damn!  Life Written in Water is about to die! 

Luo Qing Chen saw this and realized that Ye Qing Mo was surrounded by three DPS! 

She turned into her light form and cast a light attributed big move [Cleansing Light Thought] on Life 

Written in Water, instantly filling Ye Qing Mo’s HP to full. 

But because she needed to stay still while in light form, an enemy’s Light Blade charged forward and 

landed a [Thousand Flashy Scattered Blades] on her. 

Luo Qing Chen was instantly left with a third of her HP.  Demonic Year Young Master swallowed a Rage 

Pill and cast his big move at where Luo Qing Chen was standing. 

In the blink of an eye, Luo Qing Chen released her [Void Flow] to change positions with an enemy 

magician! 

But although she dodged this big move, she was now in the center of the enemy formation. 

When her hands were planning to leave the keyboard, a white figure dropped out of the sky.  They 

abruptly fell down with their wings and fell right beside her! 

  

Chapter 139: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 14) 



In an instant, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud activated [Rage] without any hesitation and used a 

[Thousand Flashy Scattered Blades] with almost no HP.  All the people around them fell to the ground, 

including several hares in the game! 

[Nearby] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Heal me properly. 

In that instant, it was like time in Luo Qing Chen’s world had been frozen. 

System, system, I was playing so much that I forgot to ask, the male lead…..oh, no, the bystander’s 

affection for the female lead, how much is it?  Is it zero? 

[The original host was 20%.] 

Damn, where did this 20% come from? 

[Does the host not understand why the status board gave both online and offline names?] 

How would I know if you don’t say anything!  But…..Mu Qian Liu? Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud? 

[The host will know when you go to work tomorrow!  Host, please pay attention to the system’s 

information panels, alright?] 

I remember, the Mu Qian Liu in the original host’s memories was the boss of the V Group!  Which means 

that! Damn, they…..they know each other in real life? 

[There was a time the original host was working overtime in the company and it was time for the 

weekend territory battle, so she opened the game.  She never thought that she would be seen by Mu 

Qian Liu! He recognized the original host’s ID and that’s how the 20% affection came to be.] 

Truly powerful!  No wonder I didn’t know about it.  This is something even the original host didn’t know 

about, how could I know!? 

[Dumb host!  Not only the bystander Mu Qian Liu, even the supporting female lead and the supporting 

male lead work at the V Group.] 

WTF, really!  But there is a problem, since Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud knew about the original host’s 

matter, why didn’t he appear when original host was forced into a corner? 

[So he was a bystander because he didn’t play the game before that.] 

Luo Qing Chen suddenly nodded like she understood something before she turned back to the game 

screen. 

It had to be said, once Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud appeared, the entire Imperial Capital began to 

boil.  This was «Like Summer Flowers» server’s most watched high level matchup! 

After all, the previous host who had been in a casual guild never participated in any fights! 

[Nearby] Several Young Girls: Ah, ah, ah——Great God Thousand Snow! 

[Nearby] I Am Death God: There’s a good play to watch next! 

[Nearby] Lemon Heart: Damn!  He, he, still bringing a helper? 



[Nearby] Lamb Lamb Lamb: @Lemon Heart, you’re saying the nine people Demonic Year Young Master 

brought with him aren’t people? 

…… 

[World] Prosperous Bet | Banker: The people who made bets come and take your money back!  I’m not 

being a banker anymore! 

[World] Candy Consort @Prosperous Bet | Banker, how could you do this! 

[World] Prosperous Bet | Banker: I am at the Billowing Bridge!  If you want your money back, come 

quickly, otherwise I’m logging off! 

[World] Different Firework: He’s afraid of going broke! 

After Luo Qing Chen stood there in a daze for three full seconds, she shook herself back to her 

senses.  She immediately changed to her light form to heal up Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud! Then she 

released a [Soul Ban] to lock up Demonic Year Young Master. 

Then Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud used a normal skill [Clear Sky Cut] to slash at the stunned Demonic 

Year Young Master. 

[Nearby] Sure Death King: Demonic Year Young Master has been stunned by Eastern Painted Brocaded 

Dust, but Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud isn’t releasing a Three Star Unparalleled Skill.  Instead he’s 

using normal skills to hit him, what a joke! 

[Nearby] Different Firework: Don’t say that, Great God Thousand Snow’s normal skills still hurt a lot! 

A normal Light Blade’s normal skill only dealt around a hundred damage, but Thousand Snow Flowing 

Cloud’s small skill dealt over a thousand damage. 

[Nearby] Demonic Year Young Master: Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud, what is the meaning of this? 

After that, when the stun ran out on Demonic Year Young Master, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud 

released a big move to instantly kill him. 

[Nearby] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Just this meaning. 

Luo Qing Chen’s expression instantly became stunned at how handsome Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud 

was, alright? 

Surrounded by corpses, there were only the two of them standing there.  Both of them were dressed in 

white martial clothing, looking incredibly handsome! 

  

Chapter 140: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 15) 

[Horn] Star in the Night: Let me use a horn like a tyrant! Simply an explosion of handsomeness! 

[World] Strawberry Filling: I only submit to Great God Thousand Snow’s handsomeness in Like Summer 

Flowers and he doesn’t use it to tease girls! 



[World] Different Firework: Why do I feel that Great God Thousand Snow and Great God Eastern 

Painted’s couple pairing is very strong! 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 

Ah? Affection! Powerful Great God Thousand Snow! 

It had to be said, this affection increase was very strange! The great god’s affection actually increased by 

something random someone watching said! 

But, the most important thing she should pay attention to was Demonic Year Young Master lying on the 

ground! 

He was sent to the Resurrection Array and disappeared without a trace! Then he instantly opened his 

powerful mouth! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Demonic Year Young Master: You all wait for father! 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: Damn! Demonic Year Young Master went up to the cross server chat, are 

they going to start fighting? 

[World] Lemon Heart: Aiya! Young Master is so handsome! He really is my Young Master! 

[World] Strawberry Filling: Yours? Ha, ha, ha, shouldn’t it be time for that person called Only Love Young 

Master to speak up? 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Waiting for you. 

[World] Different Firework: Damn! 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: My god! 

[World] Little Bunny in the Zoo: God! Great God Thousand Snow is helping Great God Eastern Painted go 

into the cross server chat! My little girl’s heart is about to pop out! 

[World] Baker: @Little Bunny in the Zoo, what little girl’s heart when it’s two guys! 

“Pu——” Luo Qing Chen saw the interesting conversation in the world chat and couldn’t help laughing. 

[World] Only Love Young Master: All of you, stop arguing…..This is all my fault! It was my appearance 

that caused troubles between Young Master and big sister Life Written. I’ll delete my account, sorry, 

everyone….. 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: Delete. 

[World] Candy Consort: Please delete. 

[World] Different Firework: Quickly delete. 

…… 

[World] Demonic Year Young Master: Who cares about the shit of a group of trash like you! A group of 

weak people like you can’t even compare to a single scrap of father! Baby, don’t listen to them, I’ll 

protect you! 



[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: (Manual vomiting) 

[World] Demonic Year Young Master: Father still has something to say, Life Written in Water, you slut! 

[World] Lemon Heart: That’s right! They are all working together to slander Young Master! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Sorry, I have to disappoint you. 

After all, I like men. 

Her eyes narrowed and her smile became even wider. After all, she could never give up walking the path 

of the great god! 

Then she had to start fast and early! 

[Cross server/Pastor in the Clouds] Snowy: Summer Flowers’ high level fighters are so strong! 

After that, the world also exploded! 

[World] Little Bunny in the Zoo: Wa, wa, wa, Great God Eastern Painted actually! Pu! So direct! 

[World] Rain God: Could it be great god likes me?! Although my battle power is a bit lacking, I am quite 

burly in big life! The most important thing is that I’m willing…..Do you understand! 

[World] Candy Consort: @Rain God, where is your shame? 

[World] Rain God: For the great god, I don’t want it! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: To be honest, I like a great god who 

has a higher battle strength than me. 

[World] Different Firework: God! Great God Eastern Painted, you are too amazing! 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: This is my first time hearing someone make BL sound so beautiful…… 

[World] Only Loving Beautiful Legs: I support Cloud and Dust couple! 

[Cross server/Like Summer Flowers] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: I’m waiting for you the Fox Contract 

Land. 

 


